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1
Introduction



General introduction (if needed)
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Why a Sand Motor?

• Dutch coast: succesfull strategy preventing coastal erosion
• ‘Sand for later, benefits now’
• Scaling up the nourishments

(is this more cost-efficient? Has this less ecological impact?)
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Scaling up the nourishments
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Why a Sand Motor?

• Dutch coast: succesfull strategy preventing coastal erosion
• ‘Sand for later, benefits now’
• Scaling up the nourishments
• Demands and political networking by Province Zuid-Holland
• Uprising collaboration on Building with Nature (Government –

Knowledge Institutes – Business sector): Ecoshape
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3 main actors, 3 main objectives (in EIA)

National government / Rijkswaterstaat
1. The encouragement of natural dune growth on the Delfland Coast

between Hook of Holland and Scheveningen. This dune growth will
benefit coastal protection, nature and leisure activities

Knowledge Institutes – Business sector - Government
2. Knowledge development and innovation with the aim of determining

the extent to which coastline maintenance and added value for
leisure and nature can be achieved in conjunction.

Province of Zuid-Holland
3. Creating an appealing leisure and nature area on the Delfland Coast.

The fourth objective requiring evaluation is 'the proper management of
the Sand Motor and the surrounding area'. This is also related to the
obtained permits and the obligations out of these.
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UP 2011 – 2016: an overall monitoring plan,
taking in account three objectives

• Research to determine whether the stated objectives from the EIA
(previous slide) for the Construction of the Delfland Coast Sand
Motor have been achieved.

• The collection of sufficient accurate information so that the Sand
Motor can be managed properly. (objective

• Compliance with the permit conditions relating to the delivery of
monitoring data.

(Looking for) Budgets / Who is responsible?
• Rijkswaterstaat (most of it)
• Province of Zuid-Holland (permits, leisure-objectives)
• EFRO-funds for additional monitoring (Europees Fonds voor Regionale Ontwikkeling)

• Academic funding: NatureCoast (NWO-STW), NeMo (EU)
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MEP: Monitoring and Evaluation:
Reporting and sharing the knowledge

http://www.dezandmotor.nl/en/research/results-after-five-years/
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Evaluation after first 5 (4) years:
• MEP Sand Motor (this)

(objectives broken down into secondary
objectives and hypotheses to be tested).

• Usability Study
• Business Case (Ecoshape)
• Policy Evaluation



2
What and how do we monitor



Components of monitoring programma
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Physics

Ecology

Missing something?



Overview techniques, morphology:
standard coastal monitoring by LIDAR, JARKUS
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Extra monitoring morphology locally
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More transects (refined) and extra on the North side
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Overview techniques, morphology:
extra monitoring by Shore, a.o Jetski



Reporting ‘+’
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Techniques: morphology and hydrodynamics:
Argus station and X-Band Radar



Trawled dredge

Van
Veen
Grab

Overview techniques: grain size and benthic life
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Techniques ecology:
e.g. dune dynamics, salt spray
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Data management, not just for Sand Motor
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Reporting : technical reports MEP

- Morphology (Deltares)
- ‘Wet’ ecology (WMR / Imares)
- ‘Dry’ ecology (Vertegaal / Arens)
- Recreation (Witteveen + Bos)

These provide full and detailed descriptions.
User group: experts and project leaders of coastal managers.
Basis for:
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3.
How to evaluate? For who?
+ Results 2016 (data 2011 – 2015)



Evaluation framework

Four objectives, elaborated in evaluation questions.
Audience: coastal managers, policy makers, stakeholders etc etc
1. Encouraging natural dune growth

* coastal protection
* nature
* leisure

2. Generating knowledge development and innovation
* development of physical knowledge
* ecological knowledge development
* spin-off of knowledge and innovation

3. The Sand Motor as an appealing leisure and nature area
* add nature area
* add leisure area

4. The management of the Sand Motor
* managing leisure safety
* structuring
* groundwater
* nature management
* water-based infrastructure21 juni 2017



Expectations and results development
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Expectations (EIA)



Sedimentbudgets / Sand stocks
-> the most relevant one (?)
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- 1 million ‘outside measurement area’ in 4 years
- In dunes there is increase of volume -> hence less than 1 miljoen ‘gone’
- Mind that in that period 1,5 million m3 was nourished south of Sand Motor,

but most of that sand is ‘still there (south of Sand Motor)



Results: volume trends
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2016, overall scores on the framework

Natural dune growth / Safety

Coastal maintenance / Preservation sand stocks

Ecological gains

Spatial quality and leisure

Management of the Sand Motor

Knowledge and innovation

Noticed something in relation to objectives?



Getting the right indicator: example ‘safety’

- Dune foot went ‘backwards’ (….. Was it less safe?)
- The profile of coastal reinforcement 2010 still needed its

adaptation to a more natural one
- The indicator (3m line) was on the beach sometimes
- All other parameters on safety were (as to be expected) : OK
- But it would have been safe enough without the Sand Motor
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Evolution benthic life

Differences between years still bigger than differences between areas
- An important observation as assumption was that ‘one big

nourishment would have less ecological impact…..

21 juni 2017! Less impact is not the same as ‘creating habitats



Attractive area for nature and leisure ?

- Which indicators do we need?
- What was monitored? or What should be evaluated?
- The only monitoring was a technique with questionnaires
- Obviously swimmers and sunbathing were exchanged for other

types of leisure
- The area was highly appreciated (by the people that visited it….)
- The overall impression is that the area really added something

special to the region.
- Data cannot prove this however.
- Mind that people from Province do not wish to judge on ‘economic

benefits’, but focus on ‘well-being’ / quality of life etc..
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Knowledge development and innovation

No monitoring program, but we think we can do the evaluation:

• Knowledge development got impulse by MEP, Naturecoast, Nemo
• An answer to the question to “the extent to which coastline

maintenance can deliver added value for leisure and nature” was
(and is) not easy to answer
-> They go together, but not all potential can be used.
-> No specific research towards the added value.

• Clearly a boost for the reputation of the Netherlands in Building
with Nature / Nature based Flood Defences
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4.
Lessons for the next phase



Lessons on making and using the evaluation
framework

- Three policy objectives;

- Were these meant to be the base of an evaluation framework??
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National government / Rijkswaterstaat
1. The encouragement of natural dune growth on the Delfland Coast between

Hook of Holland and Scheveningen. This dune growth will benefit coastal
protection, nature and leisure activities

Knowledge Institutes – Business sector - Government
2. Knowledge development and innovation with the aim of determining the extent

to which coastline maintenance and added value for leisure and nature can be
achieved in conjunction.

Province of Zuid-Holland
3. Creating an appealing leisure and nature area on the Delfland Coast.



A lot of energy was put in elaborating objectives
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Lessons on making and using the evaluation
framework

- Three policy objectives;

- Were these meant to be the base of an evaluation framework??

- What about how we broke down this in in hypotheses or sub-
questions?
An elaboration (by technical experts) as ‘the’ recipe ?
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National government / Rijkswaterstaat
1. The encouragement of natural dune growth on the Delfland Coast between

Hook of Holland and Scheveningen. This dune growth will benefit coastal
protection, nature and leisure activities

Knowledge Institutes – Business sector - Government
2. Knowledge development and innovation with the aim of determining the extent

to which coastline maintenance and added value for leisure and nature can be
achieved in conjunction.

Province of Zuid-Holland
3. Creating an appealing leisure and nature area on the Delfland Coast.



Did this make evaluating easier?
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2016, reporting MEP: often difficult
giving scores according to the framework

• Not all questions could be answered using monitoring data
• Sediment stocks wasn’t in the framework ‘as such’
• Expert knowledge was indispensable

E.g 1: objective ‘natural dune growth – nature’:
There is more space for dynamic management and there is dune growth.
However, these results would also have been achieved using regular
management approaches such as sand nourishment.

E.g 2: What is the effect of leisure management (‘flexible zoning’)?
No restrictions on access means that nature that is sensitive to disruption
is virtually absent from the Sand Motor.



Reflecting the ‘why’ of evalating:
What do you want to do and tell with it?

- Who determines what is safety and how we measure this?
* Dutch water law guarantees safety as (e.g.) 1 : 10.000
* We needed (and wanted) to look at the morphological
parameters: management, sustainability
* what do you want to tell to stakeholders etc.?

- For ‘nature development’ this was a-typical (no N2000…)

- MEP is used for ‘knowledge and stories for future decision making’
(telling how the system works and work with it)
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Now: plan Monitoring and Evaluation 2017-2021

- Less possibilities (budget) for monitoring
(no radar and Argus in the program yet)

- Changes at slower pace
- Adaptation of the evaluation framework

which is actually still “under construction”

- Main line is that the technical reporting of ‘what is monitored’ is not
subject of change. It is the step of evaluation and ‘telling the story’
that needs adjustments.
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New evaluation framework: decision making

• Changes in steering group…
• Is adjusting monitoring and

evaluation Sand Motor
‘enough an issue’?
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Thank you
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